1. Introduction

Cerebral crisis is a vital medical and social issue at present. Extending life span, population “aging” in developed countries, ever growing number of strokes among young people result in a growth of the general insult incidence. In the structure of mortality, acute cerebrovascular accidents occupy the second place after acute coronary pathology and make up about 19% of the total mortality rate. About 6 million cases are recorded annually in the world. Cerebral stroke in Russian Federation annually affects about 500 thousand people or about 1.5% of citizens more than 18 years old.

For the purpose of improving non-invasive monitoring of internal brain temperature, a miniature one-channel microwave radiothermograph was developed, consisting of a miniaturized radiometer and a radiometric sensor based on a printed antenna. Such a solution is necessary to ensure the system of non-invasive non-contact monitoring and diagnosis management. In the work mathematical modeling and experimental verification of the obtained technical solutions are described. A miniaturized radiometer, which is a balancer modulating radiometer constructed on the basis of the R.H. Dicke scheme with two loads, was developed. Taking into account the requirements of miniaturization, a radiometric sensor was created using numerical modeling. As a result of the calculations, the optimal design parameters were determined: the total size \( \Phi = 30 \) mm, the size of the substrate with a patterned flange \( \Phi = 23 \) mm, the size of the radiator slot \( 16 \times 2 \) mm. According to the results of mathematical modeling, the depth of detection of temperature anomalies was no less than 20 mm for a printed antenna, which practically does not differ from the waveguide antenna, which is successfully used in radiothermometry of the brain.

Measuring the standing wave coefficient for different points of the human head: frontal, temporal, nuchal, and transitional between nuchal and temporal areas of the head. Experimental studies of the radiothermograph on a watery phantom and a biological object were performed. It was shown that there is a very good correlation between the results of numerical modeling and the physical experiment of the coefficient standing wave in the frequency range 1.04–1.8. As a result of the study, it was noted that the radiothermograph with a printed radiator and an antenna allows to monitor the internal temperature of the brain with a permissible error (±0.2 °C). This will ensure the control of cranio-cerebral hypothermia of the brain in patients with hypothermia and hypothermia, improve the treatment procedure, and improve the quality and reliability of monitoring.
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50 years old. Stroke leads to disability in 70–80 % of cases and a patient need for constant care in 20–30 % of cases [1–4]. Various diagnostic and treatment techniques including neurormonitoring in the course of treatment are required for stroke therapy. Existing high-tech radiological methods are too expensive, not always available and require highly qualified medical personnel. As the pathological changes of biological tissues are accompanied by a change in metabolism and tissue temperature, internal temperature can serve as an important diagnostic sign of various diseases. The known thermometric devices (infrared cameras, thermocouples, thermistors, liquid crystal films, flexible optical sensors, etc.) enable non-invasive temperature measurement of skin only. Magnetic resonance (MR) thermometry can be used to measure brain temperature [5] but this requires costly medical equipment, high-tech information technologies and additional scientific studies. In addition, the MR thermometry is unsuitable for the measurements repeated over a long period of time and still has a low accuracy of temperature measurement (>0.5 °C) [5–7].

Thermal methods conjugated with invasive procedures provide temperature information only for a definite region of the biological object (BO). In addition, they are very traumatic and are used only in emergencies. Non-invasive information on internal brain temperature can only be obtained with the help of microwave radiometry based on measuring the power of microwave brain radiation. Development of microwave radiometry as a method of neurormonitoring will make it possible to reveal various brain diseases, analyze dynamics of the brain state changes and control patient therapy and rehabilitation.

In order to effectively control treatment of brain diseases, it is necessary, first of all, to radically reduce the equipment size, both the RF channel and the device for information processing. Besides, new solutions are required in the field of small-size medical antennas which can be comfortably secured on the person’s head. Because of a considerable size of the waveguide antennas available, it is impossible to secure them.

Today, internal BO temperature is measured mainly by means of waveguide antennas of circular and rectangular shape [15, 16]. These antennas are designed to work with the mammary gland and are not quite suitable for detection of brain pathologies. In addition to the waveguide antennas, the following types of antennas are widely used in medicine: frame (vibratory) [17], printed [18–20], and intracavitary [21] antennas. Due to the design simplicity, low cost and development of the technological level in the field of printed electronics, it is advisable to use printed antennas in brain examination. Unlike waveguide antennas, emitter in the printed antennas is applied directly on the dielectric substrate. In waveguide antennas, there is a section of the waveguide between the emitter and the aperture. Printed antennas are easier than waveguide antennas, cheaper and smaller and have less effect on the skin temperature. When designing, it is necessary to consider the fact that the printed antennas have higher electrical losses in the substrate than waveguide antennas. Printed antennas have become widespread in recent years. It is easier to fix the printed antenna on the patient’s head and combine with other medical devices due to their small size if necessary. Therefore, development of a printed slot antenna is of relevance. According to [16], the antenna must receive the BO signal without reflections and be unsusceptible to radiation from the surrounding space. The antenna must also satisfy the following general requirements: acceptable harmonization with the BO in the working band of the radiometry and minimal impact on the BO temperature. The antenna design should have required noise immunity, good hygienic properties and low electrical losses. The printed antenna for examination of the mammary glands was considered in [16]. Thus, the second important step is a switch to the use of the printed antennas. To this end, it is necessary to adapt current technical solutions in the field of radiometry of mammary glands for their use in brain radiometry. Creation of a miniature device will enable effective, non-invasive measurement with an acceptable accuracy with no harm to the patient during a long time.

2. Literature review and problem statement

For the first time, radiometry in medicine was applied in the field of mammalology. Namely, the results of measurements of internal or brightness or radiometric temperature (RT) in decimeter (λ = 23 cm) and centimeter (λ = 9 cm) ranges made for 1000 patients were presented in [8]. The results have shown a high sensitivity of radiometry in diagnostics of breast cancer. The works performed in [8] gave an impetus to scientific studies in the field of microwave radiometry around the world.

Today, several medical devices (single-channel and multichannel radiometers or radiothermographs) are known. They enable dynamic monitoring of the brain RT. MRTRS-40 multichannel radiothermographs for brain examination was developed by the Ecological and Medical Apparatus Design Bureau (Russia). A multichannel radiothermograph for brain examination was developed by Giperion LLC (Russia). A system for measuring brain temperature (Microwave Radiometry Imaging System, MiRaIS) was presented in [10]. However, it should be noted that most radiothermographs have large dimensions, even in a single-channel execution.

The MRTRS-40 system was used in [9] to measure brain self-radiation. The main technical characteristics of the system are as follows: the range of measured temperatures: 298–323 K; the range of measured frequencies: 650–850 MHz; fluctuation sensitivity: 0.05 K. The MRTRS-40 system has 3 non-invasive biomedical signal meters which simultaneously work in real time. This system features possibility of dynamic monitoring of internal brain temperature in several points simultaneously and analysis of the RT fluctuations. The examination is carried out in a special shielded cabin. The measurement results are displayed graphically as RT vs. time charts. The system has considerable dimensions and is suitable for stationary use only. It is quite difficult to combine it with other medical devices.

Information on development of a 20-channel microwave radiothermograph for visualizing thermal changes in brain was provided in [10]. This device has 20 input channels (antennas) and 2 operating ranges: 780 MHz and 1.5 GHz with a band of 200 MHz. The base of the device design is made of a mesh frame with U-shaped antennas evenly arranged in the frame which is fixed on the head surface. The device has adjustable straps which make it well adaptable to head shape and size. The radiometric sensor is realized on the basis of a U-shaped miniature vibrator antenna. Its design makes it possible to ensure good match with various parts of the patient’s body. The results are visualized as a dynamic distribution of intensity of thermal radiation. The shielded
room must be used to operate the system. It enables quick readout from the head surface and formation of a picture of the brain temperature fluctuation. This multichannel radiothermograph can only be used in a shielded room, it has significant dimensions and it is difficult to combine it with other medical devices.

The MiRaIS system is also used for brain examination [11]. The brain radiation readout is contactless within an elliptical cabin with conducting walls having a hole for the human head and representing an elliptical antenna with two focusing points. The receiving dipole antenna is located in the focusing point 1, and the BO is positioned in the focusing point 2. The MiRaIS system uses a RF receiver operating in four frequency ranges: 1.1 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2.4 GHz and 2.8 GHz with a 150 MHz band in each range. The radiometer sensitivity is ±0.02 °C while sensitivity of the whole system is ±1 °C. The main disadvantage of the above devices [9–11] is that they do not possess a sufficient interference resistance and can only be used in special shielded cabins (capsules) which hampers their practical use.

The results of measurements of radiothermal brain radiation in the range of 3.2±0.45 GHz are given in [12]. A multichannel radiometer with a phased array was used. A printed conformal antenna with an emitter having an L-shaped slot was used as an array element. According to the authors, this system has limitations connected with accuracy and temperature resolution in comparison with other technologies. The proposed antenna system requires an additional study to determine its potential applicability in clinical practice.

Development of an anti-interference single-channel medical radiometer was presented in [13]. It is a hybrid device combining a microstrip receiving antenna based on a logarithmic spiral emitter and a main radiometer front-end. In other words, practically the whole radiometer, with the exception of some RF devices, is placed in the antenna housing which makes it possible to consider it as a miniature unit. The radiothermograph is based on a modified circuit of total power radiometer with two reference sources (“cold” and “hot”). The operating frequency of the unit is 1.35 GHz with a band of 500 MHz. The RF module is connected to the digital module containing additional amplifiers and filters. It has a USB cable for computer connection. Accuracy of the internal temperature measurement is ±0.4 °C. The unit was tested with various physical models of biological tissues: brown fat, kidneys, brain. This radiation thermometer can be considered as a miniature device but it is not built according to the R.H. Dicke’s circuit and has considerable dimensions (the control unit measures 270×180 mm without antenna). These radiometers are still used for scientific purposes only and do not have a permission for medical use.

In current clinical practice, the method of craniocerebral hypothermia (CCH) is used. It helps to increase survival and reduce the adverse effects of cerebral disasters in patients. As the therapeutic effect of CCH is achieved by cooling the human head, it is necessary to control temperature in order to select the CCH tactics corresponding to the degree of brain damage [14]. The data obtained with the use of RTM-01-RES radiometer for monitoring cerebral CCH and studying thermal features of ischemic stroke make it possible to consider radiometry as a promising method for dynamic monitoring of patients with a stroke. The results obtained confirm onset of hyperthermia in the area of ischemic lesion. Because RTM-01-RES radiometer was developed for use in mammology, it is difficult to use it for dynamic monitoring of the state of biological tissues. As the unit has considerable dimensions, it is difficult to secure it on the patient’s body. The antenna used in the RTM-01-RES radiometer was constructed on the basis of a round waveguide with considerable dimensions. The human’s head surface is complex in shape with convexities and concavities, so it is difficult to fix this antenna on the head in the temperature measuring process and ensure a close fit. It is easier to attach a printed antenna to the patient’s head and, if necessary, combine it with other medical devices due to its small size.

For brain examination, it is necessary to have small radiometric systems easily fixed on the patient’s head for dynamic monitoring of microwave radiation. In the process of CCH, a neurohelmet with a refrigerant is fixed on the hairy part of the head according to the anatomy of brain to cool it. To control the brain cooling, it is enough to place a single-channel radiothermograph on free areas of the head (forehead, temple, etc.) to control cooling. Thus, clinical practice demands development of an antenna and a compact radiometer the design of which will enable effective application of the methods of radiometry and CCH simultaneously or alternately. In the future, inclusion of several antennas in a multichannel radiometer will make the CCH procedure more effective and provide doctors with a convenient multichannel device for brain examination.

Thus, there are no solutions at present that would enable creation of a miniature radiothermograph based on a balance radiometer with a printed slot antenna. The radiothermograph built according to the of R.H. Dicke’s circuit is the only device ensuring high accuracy of measurements (<0.4 °C). Almost all modern radiometers are modifications of this radiometer [22–24]. The problem of developing an interference-free miniature radiometer is not solved so far which limits application of advanced technical solutions in medicine. In addition, equipment miniaturization will allow the device to be combined with robotic systems and improve quality of medical care as well as open up the prospects of dual use.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

This work objective was to develop a miniature radiothermograph for brain examination. To achieve this objective, the following tasks were solved:

– development of a miniature radiometer for brain examination;
– development of a miniature radiometric sensor based on a printed antenna;
– experimental verification of the obtained technical solutions.

4. The study materials and methods

4.1. The basic principles of microwave radiometry

Biological tissues of the human body emit a noise signal with power related to RT (T_rad) as:

\[ P = (1 - S_{11}) k_B T_{rad} \Delta f, \]

where \( k_B = 1.38 \times 10^{-23} \text{ J/K} \) is the Boltzmann constant; \( \Delta f \) is the radiometer frequency band, GHz; \( S_{11} \) is the coefficient of reflection from the ‘antenna – BO’ interface.
By measuring the power of self-radiation, one can find the RT measured in the region under the antenna fixed on the body. The purpose of radiometric brain examination is to measure and visualize its RT. The measurements are carried out under the condition of a good electromechanical contact between the antenna and the head surface to ensure an acceptable match with the body. In most medical radiometers, the effect of the reflection coefficient on the measurement results is compensated, so \( S_1 = 0 \). Taking into account this fact, the RT will be determined by the following expression [15]:

\[
T_{rad} = \int T(r)W(r)dV, \tag{2}
\]

where \( T(r) \) is the BO physical real temperature, \( W(r) \) is the radiometric weight function \( \text{RWF} \) of the antenna.

The \( \text{RWF} \), \( W(r) \) is defined as:

\[
W(r) = \frac{\sigma(r)}{2} \frac{E(r)^2}{V(r)}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( E(r) \) is the intensity of the electric field (EF) generated by the antenna in the BO volume, and \( \sigma(r) \) is electrical conductivity of the BO tissue.

In the case of radiometry, the integral RT averaged over the volume with the weight function \( W(r) \) is measured. It depends on the distribution of the antenna EF, \( E(r) \) and the BO electrophysical parameters \( \sigma(r), \varepsilon(r) \).

To calculate distribution of \( EF, E(r), \sigma(r) \), numerical solution of the Maxwell equations is necessary for the BO model under study. To calculate physical temperature, \( T(r) \), it is necessary to solve the equation of heat and mass transfer [21] taking into account the blood flow and biophysical parameters of the object under study. In the end, when these problems are solved, \( T(r) \) and \( E(r) \) can be found and the RT calculated. If temperature of the medium is constant and equal to \( T \), then it follows from (2) that \( T_{rad} = T \), that is, the RT and the physical temperature coincide. In other cases, the RT is equal to physical temperature averaged with the weight \( W(r) \) in the volume of biological tissues under the antenna. That is, if the temperature \( T(r) \) changes with the depth in the body, then equation (2) for the BO multilayer structure consisting of \( N \) layers is written as:

\[
T_{rad} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} T_i C_i, \tag{4}
\]

where \( C_i \) are weight coefficients for the multilayer structure, \( T_i \) is temperature of the \( i \)-th layer of the multilayer structure which characterize contribution of all BO layers to the measured RT.

Weight coefficients, \( C_i \), are calculated as follows:

\[
C_i = \frac{\sigma_i}{2} \int \left( \frac{E(r)}{V_i} \right)^2 dV, \tag{5}
\]

where \( V_i \) is the volume of the \( i \)-th layer of the multilayer structure.

If necessary, formulas (4) and (5) are used for final processing of the simulation data to determine weight coefficients and temperature of each layer. To calculate \( EF E(r) \), it is necessary to carry out numerical modeling in the program of electromagnetic modeling taking into account electrical losses and the antenna design. Computations were performed using the HIPERCONE FDTD program [25] based on the EMTL (Electromagnetic Template Library) interface [26, 27]. The high-performance core of Hipercone uses a new class of asynchronous vectorized updates of the calculation grid. Its computational efficiency has reduced the calculation time several times compared to conventional FDTD programs. The program solves the Maxwell equations numerically taking into account the BO multilayer nature by the finite difference method in the time domain. The FDTD method enables analysis of interaction of an electromagnetic field with various objects and forms. Calculation is carried out in the following way. First, the countable domain (the volume in which the calculation is made) and the grid resolution (calculation step) are selected and boundary conditions specified. The body model with certain electrophysical properties is placed inside the countable domain. The program numerically solves the Maxwell equations in a finite-difference form with the values of the field components in each new step found using the values obtained in the previous steps. The initial conditions are set at \( t=0 \) \((r=0)\): all values of the E and H fields are equal to zero in the whole countable domain. The components of tangential electric field are set to zero on conducting surfaces.

It is necessary to set initial values for all components of the domains that are determined by the excitation conditions. A slot vibrator is used as a system of excitation of electromagnetic waves in the antenna. Information on distribution of the antenna EF makes it possible to ascertain in what area the RT is measured, what dimensions it has and what is the contribution of various BO layers to it. To calculate the brain temperature rise in presence of pathology, it is necessary to calculate distribution of physical temperatures inside the head in presence and absence of a stroke. Thus, the study of the design of the antenna and calculation of its functional parameters and characteristics take place in two stages by the procedure detailed in [16]. First, the EF \( E(r) \) is analyzed and then the real BO temperature and the RT are numerically calculated. For simplicity of analysis of the designed antenna, an increment of the RT \( \Delta T_{rad} \) is usually calculated on the thermal anomaly projection and not the absolute temperature:

\[
\Delta T_{rad} = \int \Delta T(r)W(r)dV. \tag{6}
\]

The increment of thermodynamic temperature or thermoasymmetry, \( \Delta T(r) \), is the difference in brain temperature in the presence of stroke \( (T(r)) \) and without it \( (T_0(r)) \):

\[
\Delta T(r) = T(r) - T_0(r). \tag{7}
\]

where \( T(r) \) is the brain temperature in the presence of pathology, \( T_0(r) \) is the brain temperature in absence of pathology.

Thus, the RT increment makes it possible to assess the possibility of diagnosing a concrete thermal anomaly with the help of the antenna being developed. In addition, it is possible to determine diagnostic possibilities of identifying a particular pathology by changing geometrical, thermophys-
4.2. The miniature radiothermograph

A microwave radiothermograph typically includes three technical devices: a radiometer, a radiometric sensor (antenna) and a control interface (microcomputer) with software. The radiometer is a high-sensitivity modulation receiver of ultralow electromagnetic radiation of the BO in a centimeter range. The device is intended for non-invasive measurement of the RT of the internal tissues of the BO, processing of SNF signals coming from the antenna and transmission of this information for visualization. In the course of this study, a miniature radiometer operating at a frequency of 3.6 GHz and having a bandwidth of 500 MHz has been developed.

\[ \Delta U = k_U (T_a - T_r), \]  

(8)

where \( k_U \) is the coefficient of amplification of the receiving circuit of the radiometer.

This voltage is amplified and fed to the Peltier element. The temperature of the loads is measured using a contact temperature sensor that can be installed on the Peltier element or one of the loads. The temperature sensor has a tight thermal contact with the loads. The signal from the temperature sensor is integrated in an additional integrator, amplified and fed to an indicator or a computer (3) which performs the functions of the data processing and control unit. The second resistor unlocks the circulator from the input circuits of the low-noise amplifier, so this shoulder is match loaded. Structurally, the radiometer (Fig. 2) consists of two printed circuit boards with devices for processing RF and LF signals connected by a board-to-board connector. One board is the radiometer and the second board is the device for controlling its operation having a USB connector for computer connection.

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of the miniature radiometer

The entire radiometer is installed in the OKW Co. Connect case. This case has optimum ergonomic characteristics, dimensions suitable for the developed radiometer an adjustment option and is also conventionally used in medical devices. Overall dimensions of the radiometer: 76×54×22 mm.

4.3. Miniature radiometric sensor

The radiometric sensor is of paramount importance for ensuring operation parameters of the radiometric since it determines diagnostic capabilities of the whole radiothermograph. The radiothermograph antenna fixed on the body surface serves as a sensor. To obtain an antenna, it should be designed with calculation of its EF. For calculations, a situation is modeled when the working surface of the antennas is in a direct contact with the BO. Let us consider a model of the antenna design shown in Fig. 3 used in calculations. The topology of the radiator in the form of a simple rectangular slot with dimensions of \( L \times S \) [mm] is applied to the upper side of substrate with diameter \( D \) [mm] and thickness \( h \) [mm] with a dielectric constant \( \varepsilon \). The lower open part of the substrate contacts with the BO.

Fig. 2. Miniature radiothermograph: the miniature radiometer (a); OKW Co. Connect case (b)

In order to provide acceptable noise immunity, the substrate is installed in a metal housing with total height of \( H \) [mm]. The emitter is fed as follows: the outer conductor of the coaxial cable is soldered to one side of the slot and the internal conductor to the other side of the slot. The BO was modeled as a medium with large electrical losses (similar to the human head physical properties) and was a 100×100×100 mm multi-layered cube.
The EF of the antenna was calculated for this BO volume. It was located in the center of the model at \( X_0 = 50 \text{ mm}, \ Y_0 = 50 \text{ mm} \) with radiation in the direction of the \( Z \)-axis. The model of the BO with the antenna is shown in Fig. 4. The value of \( E_\tau = 0 \) was established at the model boundaries. The biophysical parameters of each BO layer in the 3.6 GHz frequency range are presented in Table 1.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological tissue</th>
<th>Dielectric constant, ( \varepsilon )</th>
<th>Electrical conductivity, ( \sigma ) (( \text{S/m} ))</th>
<th>Thickness of the biological tissue layer, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>36.920</td>
<td>2.086</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat layer</td>
<td>5.164</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranium bones</td>
<td>5.176</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pachymeninx</td>
<td>40.593</td>
<td>2.439</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrospinal fluid</td>
<td>64.410</td>
<td>4.691</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray matter</td>
<td>47.159</td>
<td>2.720</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td>34.897</td>
<td>1.873</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The electrodynamic simulation program was used to calculate the antenna EF. It solves the Maxwell equation for a multilayer medium with losses taking into account the antenna design by the method of finite differences in the time domain. A slot vibrator in the form of a simple rectangular slot was used as a system of excitation of electromagnetic waves in the antenna.

Imaginary and actual values of the EF \( E(x, y, z) \) components of the antenna in the BO medium were calculated. The program allows one to obtain data on the reflection coefficient and other \( S \)-parameters of the antenna and carry out its primary analysis. To select optimal geometric dimensions of the antenna design and the substrate material, mathematical modeling was performed with variation of geometric parameters of the antenna. In optimization, RWF and the standing wave ratio (SWR) were used as performance criteria. The antenna design should minimize mismatch (\( S_{11} \)) between the antenna and the BO. SWR and \( S_{11} \) are related as:

\[
SWR = \frac{1 + |S_{11}|}{1 - |S_{11}|}
\]  

(9)

RWF depends on the EF distribution which is commonly used in analysis of transmitting antennas. However, taking into account the principle of reciprocity of properties of antennas for transmission and reception, it is permissible to use this parameter when analyzing antennas. RWF and its parameters are very vivid for comparison of various variants of the designed antenna. The most important parameters and characteristics of antennas are RWF, resolving power, dimensions and shape of the measurement area of the RT, depth of measurement, increase in the RT on the projection of the thermal anomaly, \( \Delta T_{\text{rad}} \) [16]. RWF and the RT measurement range enable interpreting the maximum RT measurement depth as an optimality criterion. SWR control makes it possible to minimize power reflections from the BO. Electrical parameters and characteristics of medical antennas determine diagnostic capabilities.

### 5. Results of the mathematical modeling of the printed antenna

A number of calculations of variants of the printed antenna design were performed in the course of theoretical studies. The parameters \( (D, \varepsilon, H, h, L, S) \) of the antenna shown in Fig. 3 were used as the initial parameters for simulation. These parameters were used to optimize the antenna geometry during mathematical modeling. The antenna is placed in a metal case with outside diameter \( D + 2 = 25 \text{ mm} \) and height \( H = 5 \text{ mm} \).

![Fig. 5. SWR of the printed antenna at various parameters: \( h = 0.5; 1.5 \text{ [mm]} \) (a); \( H = 4; 5.3; 6.3; 8 \text{ [mm]} \) (b)](image-url)
The antenna substrate with diameter $D=23$ mm was placed inside the case, the relative dielectric constant of the substrate $\varepsilon=20$, thickness $h=1.5$ mm. The emitter slot measured $16\times2$ [mm].

![Graph](image1)

Fig. 6. Calculations results: dependence of SWR on frequency at various values of dielectric constant $\varepsilon=10; 12.5; 15; 17.5; 20$ (a); weight coefficients for the waveguide antennas and printed antennas (b)

The calculations were carried out with variation of any one antenna parameter and with invariance of the rest. The following parameters were varied: thickness, $h$, dielectric constant, $\varepsilon$, of the substrate, total height, $H$, of the antenna, parameters of the emitter slot, $L\times S$, etc., the antenna impedance in the working frequency band was analyzed in the Volpert-Smith diagram. Diameter and height of the antenna were chosen after consultation with doctors. The first series of calculations related to the $h$ parameter variation. The calculations were performed at $h=0.5; 1; 1.5; 2$ [mm] with other antenna parameters unchanged. SWR at various substrate thicknesses, $h$, are presented in Fig. 4.

Further, calculation was made with variation of the antenna body height: $H=4; 5.3; 6.3; 8$ [mm]. The remaining parameters were constant and $h=2$ mm. The optimum result was obtained at $H=5.3$ mm (Fig. 5, b). Further calculations were carried out at $H=5.3$ mm, $h=2$ mm and at unchanged initial parameters with variation of the dielectric constant $\varepsilon=10; 12.5; 15; 17.5; 20$. The results are presented in Fig. 6, a. As can be seen from Fig. 5, 6, the printed antenna had an acceptable matching in the selected frequency range. Then, the results of calculation of a waveguide antenna ($\Omega 32$ mm) which has already been successfully used in treatment of brain stroke [22] are given for comparison. In accordance with formula (5), contribution of skin to the measured RT was determined (Fig. 6, b) for two antennas. Also, calculation of the RT in which 85 % of the power measured by the antenna was focused. The RT measurement areas for two antennas in the E and H planes are shown in Fig. 7, 8.

According to the calculation results, the measurement depth (the measurement area length in the $Z$ axis) was $20$ mm for both antennas. For the waveguide antenna, the width of the measurement area was $60.7$ mm in the $X$ axis and $36$ mm in the $Y$ axis (Fig. 7). For the printed antenna, the width of the measurement area was $73.4$ mm in the $X$ axis and $28$ mm in the $Y$ axis (Fig. 8). According to the calculation results, it is obvious that the selected antenna variant meets requirements of microwave radiometry [16] and has quite acceptable characteristics and parameters.

According to data from [15], the temperature increase in the presence of stroke is determined from formulae (10) and (11):

$$T(r) = A\cdot e^{-\frac{r^2}{2\sigma^2}},$$

$$(10)$$

$$r^2 = (x-x_0)^2 + (y-y_0)^2 + (z-z_0)^2,$$

$$(11)$$

where $x$, $y$, $z$ are the current coordinates; $x_0$, $y_0$, $z_0$ are the coordinates of the location center; $D$ is the affected zone diameter; $A$, $B$ are the approximation coefficients for 3 stroke cases: $A=1.15, B=0.95$ (core: $\Omega 0$ mm, envelope: $\Omega 20$ mm); $A=1.88, B=0.9$ (core: $\Omega 15$ mm, envelope: $\Omega 30$ mm) and $A=2.47, B=0.83$ (core: $\Omega 20$ mm, envelope: $\Omega 40$ mm).
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Fig. 7. The volume under investigation of the waveguide antenna measurement (3.6 GHz): the $XZ$ plane (a), the $YZ$ plane (b)

Further, in accordance with expression (7), calculation of RT was performed on the projection of three cases of brain stroke for waveguide and printed antennas. Fig. 9 shows
dependence of $\Delta T_{\text{rad}}$ on diameter of the stroke and the depth of its location. Thus, according to the calculations, it can be concluded that the microwave radiometer is capable of detecting thermal changes within the brain in the presence of ischemic stroke regardless of the antennas used: printed or waveguide. Although the printed antenna records slightly lower values of the RT increase, nevertheless, the differences are negligible. Thus, characteristics of the printed and waveguide antennas practically do not differ in their work with the brain.

![Figure 8](image.png)

**Fig. 8.** The volume under investigation of the printed antenna measurement (3.6 GHz): the $XZ$ plane ($a$), the $YZ$ plane ($b$)

![Figure 9](image.png)

**Fig. 9.** Growth of brightness temperature on the projection of stroke for 3 cases: waveguide antenna (WA), printed antenna (PA)

6. Experimental studies of the printed antenna efficiency

The most successful and ergonomic solution is embodiment in the form of a drop-shaped body with overall dimensions $0.30 \times 5$ [mm] (Fig. 10). There is a board with a digital temperature sensor in the lower part of the antenna to monitor the antenna body temperature during thermal compensation. The signal from the antenna is fed to the radiometer via a coaxial cable. The optimal geometric dimensions of the antenna: $0.30$ mm, diameter of the foil-clad flange substrate was $23$ mm, the emitter slot dimensions: $16 \times 2$ mm. Electrical parameters of the substrate: dielectric constant $\varepsilon=10$, loss tangent $\tan \delta=1 \times 10^{-4}$.

![Figure 10](image.png)

**Fig. 10.** Manufacture and verification of a radiometric sensor: printed antenna ($a$); devices for experimental studies ($b$)

The total height of the antenna was $5$ mm. The SWR of antennas was measured by the Micran R2M-04 module meter of coefficients of transmission and reflection in the frequency range 0.01...4.0 GHz. This is the range of the SWR meter. Conventionally, when working in the 0.6 GHz frequency band, measurements are carried out in a wider band. The wider the band the better in terms of ease of use since the obtained characteristic can be frequency shifted up or down. The results of measurements are shown in Fig. 11 where the SWR characteristics are presented in the 3.4...4.0 GHz band when the antenna was fixed to the frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital head regions and the transition part between the occipital and parietal regions.
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**Fig. 11.** Measurement of SWR in various points on human head: the points of SWR measurement ($a$); the results of SWR measurement in various points ($b$)
It is worth noting that the best results of the antenna matching were achieved when working in the central part of the forehead and in the temporal region. Somewhat worse results were obtained when the antenna worked in the parietal region. Taking into account the physiological features of structure of the skull bones, one can conclude that the best results were obtained in the most even head regions. In these regions, a uniform contact of the antenna plane with the head and a larger quantity of soft tissues take place. In the regions such as the parietal region where curvature of the skull bone is the greatest, the antenna readings of SWR were somewhat worse because of uneven contact of the antenna with the head surface. Nevertheless, the results were quite acceptable in all cases, i.e., SWR ≤ 2.

The designed radiometer is based on a balance radiometer according to the R.H. Dicke’s circuit. This radiometer compensates for the mismatch with the BO (SWR ≤ 2), therefore the developed radiometric sensor is optimal for use in the radiometer. Fig. 12, b shows the results of numerical simulation and experimental measurements for comparison, and Fig. 12, a shows general appearance of the single-channel radiothermograph.

In order to show acceptable sensitivity of the unit, water temperature in two thermostats was measured at various temperatures in accordance with the standard antenna calibration adopted in radiometry. The antenna was kept in the thermostat for several minutes at water temperature T=32 °C, then it was quickly moved to another thermostat with water temperature T=38 °C. The experimental bench and the results of water temperature measurements are presented in Fig. 12, c, d. It is obvious that a successful compact antenna design was obtained with good matching and expected thermal characteristics.

7. Discussion of the results obtained in the study of a miniature radiothermograph

Description of the studies related to the development of a single-channel miniature radiometer is presented in this work. This unit can be used for rapid long-term monitoring of the RT from a depth of several centimeters in the range of 3.4–4.2 GHz. Long-term monitoring of brain is characteristic for CCN, open heart surgery or carotid arteries with their short-term forcipressure. At present, there is no compact neuromonitoring system in medicine enabling noninvasive real-time acquisition of information on internal brain temperature. Such unit development was based on the design of a miniature balance radiometer with two loads and a radiometric sensor based on a printed slot antenna.
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*Fig. 12. The radiometric system and its experimental data: appearance of the single-channel radiothermograph (a); comparison of data obtained in numerical and physical experiments (patient) (b); experimental bench (water phantom) (c); the measurement results (water phantom) (d)*
In order to understand the diagnostic possibilities of radiometry in relation to brain stroke, a mathematical modeling of its own microwave radiation was performed taking into account the antenna design. The printed slot antenna is a key element of the whole radiometer. Effectiveness of brain radiometry was estimated using numerical simulation and experimental studies. Design and operating frequency of the antenna were optimized using numerical simulation with the following criteria: maximizing the power taken by the antenna from the brain tissues in comparison with other tissues; maximizing the bandwidth of the antenna and the impedance corresponding to the tissue (SWR<2). Electrodynamic simulation has demonstrated the possibility of efficient recording of thermal radiation to detect temperature rise caused by pathology at a depth of 20 mm. Pathological foci located deeper than 20 cm can also be detected by the unit due to heat transfer.

A series of experimental studies of measuring SWR in five head points was performed with Micran R2M-04 meter. A very good coincidence of numerical simulation and physical experiment (SWR in the range 1.04–1.8) was obtained. The sensor was made as a light, drop-shaped noise-protected body which can be held in place by a special tape or elastic belt. It was shown that this type of the radiometer design ensures stable recording of internal brain temperature. It is clear from Fig. 12 that the results of RT measurement coincide with a high accuracy (±0.2 °C) with the results of measurement of water temperature by means of a precision mercury thermometer. The greatest divergence of the results was observed at the moment of immersion of the antenna in water. This is explained by the fact that the antenna temperature at the beginning of measurement affected the obtained results. At the moment of immersion, the antenna temperature differed from the water temperature, so the measurement results differed from the thermostatically controlled water temperature until the antenna reached the water temperature.

It has been shown that the unit can be used for non-invasive monitoring of functional brain activity, even though it does not provide temperature data, like magnetic resonance thermometry. Fig. 12, d shows coincidence of the results of measurement of the water phantom temperature and the results of measurement with a precision mercury thermometer at two temperatures (32 °C and 38 °C). The unit can also be used for monitoring CCH to decide on the best tactics of the brain stroke treatment. The study results were used in development of a miniature single-channel radiometer for brain examination.

The limitation of this device consists in that the single-channel device enables temperature monitoring in just one point. Consequently, monitoring will be based on the analysis of the RT dynamics in time which is suitable for long-term thermal monitoring of functional activity of some brain regions.

For the further work, it is planned to upgrade the technology by means of using radiometric sensors based on metallized textile materials and flexible silicon-like dielectric materials. This will ensure the most even contact of the antenna plane with the head surface. In general, a successful compact design of a single-channel radiothermograph is available at present. It has an acceptable match of the printed antenna with the expected thermal characteristics. Development and application of a printed antenna in medicine will make it possible to use radiometry to diagnose various brain diseases. Practical realization of the study results will consist in a creation of innovative products and incorporation of radiometric devices into medical robotic complexes, etc. Moreover, the knowledge of actual brain temperature will help to reduce the number of complications and, consequently, the total cost of surgery for improving clinical outcomes for the patients receiving pre- and postoperative CCH.

8. Conclusions

1. It has been established that there are several technical solutions in the field of single-channel and multichannel radiothermographers for brain examination. To use such systems, special screened rooms are required. Most of the devices are of considerable dimensions and are suitable only for stationary use. It is also impossible to integrate these devices with other medical devices and those being the part of the wearable technologies. Creation of a miniature device will enable effective, non-invasive RT measurement with an acceptable accuracy and for a long time.

2. The study has resulted in development of a single-channel contact radiothermograph with a printed antenna for receiving microwave brain radiation in a range of 3.6 GHz with a band of 500 MHz. The balance radiometer designed on the basis of the R.H Dicke’s circuit was chosen as the electric circuit for the radiometer. This radiothermograph can be operated in non-shielded rooms.

3. The results of biomedical verification of the technical solutions have confirmed that the system performed the specified functions. A stable temperature record with an error of ±0.2 °C was ensured and the SWR does not exceed 2 for various head points. Considering that the balance radiometer compensates for the mismatch with the SWR not more than 2, the diagnostic system acceptable for medical practice was obtained. Based on mathematical modeling, it was shown that the method makes it possible to diagnose thermal anomalies of the cerebral cortex of large brain hemispheres. Due to the thermal conductivity from deep layers, the device is capable of detecting thermal anomalies located much deeper (Fig. 9).

4. Based on the results of mathematical modeling (SWR<2, measurement depth of 20 mm, contribution of subcranial brain tissues of ≈70 %, bandwidth of ≈500 MHz), an optimal design was chosen and a radiometric sensor based on the printed slot antenna was made. The antenna was made in the form of a drop-shaped body with overall dimensions of Ø30×5 [mm]. The radiometer with the printed antenna has shown sensitivity sufficient to monitor internal BO temperature for a potential record of clinically significant measurement results with an accuracy of ±0.2 °C.
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